
FOLLOW US

I continue to be impressed by the variety of the missions served by small non-profit organizations
that have one thing in common. Leader(s) who are passionate and works tirelessly towards
fulfilling the mission.

I feel honored that People’s Impact Network Inc. continues to grow and support my Triple Win
goals via our mission. Standing beside passionate leaders makes it all possible!

Best
Namitha Nayak

President's Note

If you know a family that
needs assistance 

with medical bills for a child,
 contact us at

peoplesimpact@gmail.com!
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One Earth one Chance received a generous
grant from People’s Impact Network towards
our spring and fall tree planting of 762 trees
and shrubs, two years in a row. 
The OEOC - PIN partnership started with desi
clothing collection drives to fuel PIN’s
sustainable fashion sales to support local
charities. We are grateful to be a part of your
service society and “together we can make an
impact” to improve the lot of both people and
the planet we inhabit!

LIFT R&R was so excited to receive the grant
for $2000.00 from Peoples Impact Network for
our Another Man’s Treasure! This event
helped over 200 people receive free furniture,
clothing, home decor and so much more! This
grant made it possible to cover
transportation costs, and storage for the
furniture we received to deliver it to the
homes of families who couldn’t afford it. 
 We’re so thankful to People’s Impact Network
for their mission to help other nonprofits
further their work in the community!

It is with sincere gratitude that TLT- Tomorrow’s
Leaders Today thanks the People’s Impact
Network for the generous grant.  This grant
received helped cover programming expenses for
youth that participated in our Unlocking the
Future program, our Small Business Entrepreneur
101 workshops and our internship program from
underserved communities, youth recovering from
drug and alcohol addiction, homeless shelters and
aging out of adoption/foster care at no cost. They
received school supplies, hygiene items,
hats/gloves and scarves in winter, ties and
scarves for interviews in spring and fall. We are
forever grateful for this opportunity to serve the
youth in our communities.

On behalf of Fresh Start for Your Heart, I would
like to express my sincerest gratitude for the
generous grant of $1500 that we received from
your organization. Your contribution is greatly
appreciated, and we cannot thank you enough
for your support.

Denise Castille 

https://peoplesimpact.org/pin-grant


Saree Strong
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The PIN grant has allowed us to help clients
with unique requests, which some of our
other grants would not have allowed us to
do. A client who has worked hard to earn a
certification needed a special laptop to do
her work and we were able to help her get
that with the PIN grant funds. Another
survivor who has applied for a T visa needed
to get new vaccinations and checkups done
for immigration purposes (her ex would not
share the vaccine proof etc) and PIN grant
money was used to help her with obtaining
those. Our mainstream funding does not
allow or recognize some of these very unique
expenses our clients have. The PIN grant has
also connected us with a group of very
enterprising and good-hearted, hardworking
individuals. We look forward for the
continued support.

Seema Kak

Thank you for your generous donation of
$3000 to the National Autism Association
of North Texas! As part of our mission of
helping and advocating for families,
individuals, and professionals dealing with
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), we use
100% of our funds locally to provide
support, resources, and education.
$3000 can help 6 families with paying their
co-pays for behavior therapy or pay for
swim/water-safety lessons for 10 children
on the autism spectrum.
NAA-NT is very grateful for your continued
support for the autism families of North
Texas!
 

Archana Dhurka
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Sustainable Fashion

Upcoming Youth Events
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Upcoming youth led workshops.

Computer Programming – TBD
Financial Literacy in youth – TBD
Home Organic Gardens - TBD

Questions on youth program at PIN-Ed? 

Send email to education@peoplesimpact.org 
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